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Introduction 
Ozone is an air pollutant that causes 

visible injury and loss of  productivity in 
crop plants.  It is a highly oxidizing agent 
that when inside plant cells reacts with 
water to form hydrogen peroxide1 that 
can generate free radicals which attack and 
destroy cellular components. The Hardwood 
Genomics Project has produced EST 
(Expressed Sequence Tags) data and other 
genomic resources to facilitate research 
and operational responses to current and 
anticipated forest health challenges. The 
goal of  our study was to compare gene 
expression induced by ozone concentrations 
among biological replicates of  black walnut, 
green ash, and tulip poplar. 

Oxidative stress generally activates the 
anti-oxidative defense system. Consequently, 
changes in gene expression can be modifi ed 
relative to oxidative stress. In plants there 
are various genes that are responsible for 
controlling enzymes that control oxidative 
stress. Ascorbate peroxidase (APX) is always 
present in cells and likely triggers and/or acts 
as a signaling mechanism of  environmental 
stress.2 Catalase (CAT) decomposes 
hydrogen peroxide at an extremely rapid 
rate and, therefore, acts as an antioxidative 
agent.3 Glutathione peroxidase (GPX) acts 
against peroxides, catalyzing the reduction 
of  hydrogen peroxide or organic hydro-
peroxides to water.4 Superoxide dismutase 
(CSD) is an important antioxidant enzyme 
that catalyzes the superoxide anion to oxygen 

Reactor (CSTR) fumigation chambers as 
previously described,8 and housed within a 
greenhouse supplied with charcoal-fi ltrated 
air located at Pennsylvania State University. 
Four plants per species were randomly 
assigned to the ozone treatment chambers. 
Treatments of  ten (control), 80, 125, and 
225 ppb O3 were delivered with exposures 
beginning at 0900 h and ending at 1659 h. 
O3 was delivered in square-wave fashion for 
seven days a week, for 14 days. 

Leaf  samples (four samples/species/
treatment) were collected from the seedlings 
at the end of  the 14th day of  fumigation. 
Leaf  samples were fl ash frozen in liquid 
nitrogen and then stored in a -80°C freezer. A 
total of  48 leaf  samples were ground crudely 
into a fi ne powder for RNA extraction 
following a modifi ed CTAB isolation 
method with lithium chloride precipitation.9 
Complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis 
was performed by reverse transcription 
(RT) using 1400 ng RNA/sample in 40µl 
reaction volume using Superscript III 
RT kit (Invitrogen) as per manufacturer’s 
instructions. Real Time Quantitative PCR 
(RT-qPCR) reactions were performed in a 
Bio-Rad iCycler using SsoFast EvaGreen 
Supermix (Bio-Rad) and two µl of  the 
cDNA into a fi nal reaction volume of  20µl. 
For technical replicates, all reactions were 
performed in duplicate. Primers for RT-
PCR were developed from gene-specifi c 
EST sequence data using Primer3 software10, 
however, for some genes the primers selected 

and hydrogen peroxide to guard cell against 
superoxide toxicity.5 Ethylene forming 
enzyme (EFE) regulates hormonal pathways 
to protect plants against damages, producing 
ethylene and carbon dioxide by catalyzing 
oxygenation of  two-oxoglutarate.6 Rubisco 
activase (RCA) is an enzyme that catalyzes 
carbon dioxide in photosynthesis, enhancing 
photosynthetic performance in certain 
environments depending on the light source.7 
Given their key roles in oxidative stress 
response, expression of  the above enzymes 
that are activated by certain genes was 
studied by quantitative real time PCR. Two 
house-keeping/reference genes, translation 
elongation factor EF1B/ribosomal protein 
S6 (EF-6S) and Ubiquitin 10 (UBQ10), were 
selected as control and normalization factors 
(as they do not change expression due to 
environmental conditions). 

Materials and Methods
Healthy, two-year-old black walnut, 

green ash, and tulip-poplar seedlings were 
selected from open-pollinated families from 
parent trees in the Hardwood Genomics 
Project. The seedlings were acclimated 
to greenhouse growing conditions for at 
least two weeks after bud fl ush prior to 
commencing ozone treatments. 

For detection and quantifi cation of  
ozone effects on plants, the most commonly 
used method is greenhouse-controlled 
studies. In this study, ozone treatments were 
delivered within Continuously Stirred Tank 
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did not show amplifi cation. Therefore results 
were not obtained for all eight genes in all 
three hardwood species. Genomic DNA 
(gDNA) contamination was measured using 
negative controls, in this case RNA-only 
samples (RT(-)) (Figure 1A&B). 

Results
The leaf  tissue damages induced by 

ozone exposure included stippling in black 
walnut, interveinal chlorosis in green ash, and 
necrotic lesions on tulip poplar. Stippling is 
the formation of  black dots on the leaves due 
to the death of  cells. Chlorosis is the loss of  
chlorophyll leading to the loss of  the green 
color of  the leaves. Necrotic lesions are death 
of  the plant tissue in the leaves. Black walnut 
and green ash were more ozone sensitive and 
plant replicates showed similar responses to 
similar ozone exposures (all plants expressed 
some visual injury at 125 and 225ppb). Tulip 
poplar was more tolerant and only two plants 
showed symptoms at 225ppb. 

Gene expression analysis for black 
walnut showed that for the genes that 
successfully amplifi ed there was little 
variation between control and ozone 
exposures, with the exceptions of  GPX and 
EFE (Figure 2). GPX showed a decrease in 
expression as ozone concentration increased, 
while EFE expression levels increased as the 
amount of  ozone concentration increased. In 
general there was little difference in response 
among biological replicates from the same 
ozone treatment for black walnut (Figure 
2), with the exception of  the EFE and GPX 
enzymes expressed by genes. The box plot 
of  gene expression for black walnut shows 
a greater range of  expression of  EFE and 
GPX among replicates (mean departed from 
the median) indicating that the biological 
replicates also responded differently to 
higher ozone concentrations for these genes 
(Figure 3).  Thus it was possible both to 
detect the genes that were regulated under 
ozone stress, and that responses varied based 
on genotype in black walnut.  

In green ash, APX and EF6S gene 
expression levels generally increased with 
increases in ozone levels, while EFE and 
RCA expression decreased; remaining genes 
were unaffected as the ozone level increased 
(Figure 4). The boxplots for green ash 
showed that there was less of  a difference 
among biological replicates from the same 
ozone treatment (Figure 5) than had been 
observed for black walnut. 

In tulip poplar, ozone exposure induced 
up-regulation in more genes than in the other 
two species (Figure 6). The box plot of  gene 
expression for Tulip poplar showed that 
there was some variation among biological 
replicates for genes that also showed up-
regulation in response to ozone (APX, GPX, 

at the molecular level in woody plants. Ozone 
is a known pollutant that causes visible 
injury, induces necrosis, and results in early 
leaf  senescence in plant species.11 The ozone 
absorbed by the leaves through stomata 
reacts with water in the cells and produces 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), a highly oxidizing 
agent which in large quantities induces cell 
death. Sensitivity to O3 varies among plant 
species and among genotypes within species. 
Based on the visual injury observed in this 
study, our results suggest that green ash and 
black walnut were more O3 sensitive than 
tulip-poplar. Our results show that different 
plant species, respond in unique ways to 
O3 exposure. However, there are areas of  
similarity between species that provide 
important insights into O3 response at the 

and RCA) (Figure 7). 
In general an increase in transcription 

of  genes associated with oxidative stress was 
expected. It was found that APX increased in 
expression in response to higher ozone in all 
three species, while GPX increased in black 
walnut and poplar, but not in green ash. It 
was expected that transcript levels of  RCA 
would decrease in response to higher ozone, 
and indeed there were decreases observed 
but only in two species. The other genes 
(CAT, CSD, and EFE) either did not show 
consensus of  expression or did not respond 
to ozone stress.  

Discussion 
The purpose of  this study was to 

determine changes induced by ozone stress 

Figure 1A. Example of  the cDNA (RT(+)) vs. gDNA (RT(-)) amplifi cation for ascorbate peroxidase.  Different 
curves represent amplifi cation of  12 samples from tulip poplar (2 control, 2-80ppb, 2-125ppb, 2-225ppb, and 4 
negative controls (e.g. genomic DNA).

Figure 1B. Example of  the cDNA (RT(+)) vs. gDNA (RT(-)) melting peaks for ascorbate peroxidase. Different 
curves represent amplifi cation of  12 samples from tulip poplar (2 control, 2-80ppb, 2-125ppb, 2-225ppb, and 4 
negative controls (e.g. genomic DNA).
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Figure 2. Gene expression levels for black walnut at different concentrations of  
ozone (010ppb - control). Bars represent means ± SE, n=4.

Figure 3. Boxplot showing differences of  gene expression among biological repli-
cates of  black walnut within the same ozone exposure (010ppb - control). 

Figure 4. Gene expression levels of  seven genes of  green ash exposed to different 
concentrations of  ozone (010ppb - control). Bars represent means ± SE, n=4.

Figure 5. Boxplot showing differences of  gene expression among biological repli-
cates of  green ash within the same ozone exposure; (010ppb - control).

Figure 6. Gene expression levels of  seven genes of  tulip poplar exposed to differ-
ent concentrations of  ozone (010ppb - control). 

Figure 7. Boxplot showing differences of  gene expression among biological 
replicates of  tulip poplar within the same ozone exposure; (010ppb - control). Bars 
represent means ± SE, n=4.
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molecular level. RCA, an enzyme activated 
by a gene that plays a role in photosynthesis, 
decreased in expression in black walnut 
and green ash but not in tulip poplar. This 
suggests that the photosynthetic activity of  
walnut and ash was impeded by the ozone 
induced cell death. Among the genes tested 
that are known to respond to oxidative 
stress, APX, CAT, CSD, GPX, EFE were 
expressed differentially, but there was not a 
consensus in response among tree species. 
This suggests that plant species have various 
pathways that are preferentially employed in 
response to stress. 

Whether the function of  ant oxidative 
(this is what spell check said was right, it’s 
up to the author’s discretion however) 
genes is to protect cells from the primary 
oxidative attack or to act as messengers for 
the initiation of  cell death,12 is not clear. In 
all instances when ozone induced a change 
in gene expression there was also variation 
in responses among the biological replicates.  
This confirms that ozone induced response 
varies not only among plant species but also 
among genotypes within these species. The 
results confirm that even in species that 
respond to oxidative stress, genetic variability 
needs to be taken into consideration. It is also 
noteworthy that gene expression levels did 
not positively correlate to visual injury levels. 
In the two species showing more visual injury, 
fewer genes showed differential expression 
between ozone-treated and control tissues, 
which may indicate an insufficient ability to 
induce expression of  the genes that protect 
against oxidative damage. 

Conclusion
Based on this experiment we conclude 

that (i) comparative studies involving multiple 
species are essential in understanding how 
complex are the mechanisms involved in plant 
response to oxidative stress, (ii) biological 
replicates are essential factors in determining 
the power and viability of  a study, and (iii) 
phenotypical responses to oxidative stress 
are not always correlated to levels of  gene 
expression, and thus other factors may need 
to be taken into consideration, such as fixed 
structural or physiological differences among 
species. 
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